
  AN OPEN LETTER (POKER) TO MR. DONALD TRUMP 
 
 
Dear honorable gentleman Donald Trump, 
 
On this special occasion I am taking the liberty of introducing myself to you because I think 
you have a good chance of winning the presidential election of 2016. You are a man of 
excellence in U.S. and so in the world. People all around the world are following this event 
with great expectations as am I. Intuitively I feel that something great is going to happen. I 
would like to know if my truth is intended to 'go through'. When I sent a letter with my 
photopoems to Pope Ratzinger it was true enough. I always said that on the top of the 
Roman church must be a Franciscan whose motto is "PAX ET BONUM" and they chose 
Mr.Bergoglio, who decided to take the name of Francis of Assisi. I tried to contact Mr. Bill 
(WILL) Gates during the period when Mr. Bloom('s)berg (a great philanthropist) was the 
Mayor of New York, but to get in contact with Mr. Gates was impossible/it was not the right 
time or maybe there was not enough will. Now I hope to see Mr. De Blasio willing to play 
with his natural blasé, filling so the role of blessing of Will/Bill Wilhelm (helm of the will) De 
Blasio. Why Bill Gates? Because his father Will gave him an excellent example regarding how 
to be noble. These are his words: "To me, global poverty is a humanitarian issue. People are 
dying, and we can save them - and that ought to be enough". To give the name XP to a 
program is the sign that he is a good son to his father. When I started creating my pictures in 
1996 I didn't know in what kind of realms they would take me. When George W. Bush 
became president of the US I saw tragedy in his eyes. That was 9/11 and in that period the 
Idea of exposing my photopoems at GROUND ZERO started to rise. It may sound too 
ambitious, but that is the only place where I want to see them exposed. I'd like to find out if 
the initials of my name and surname have some kind of connection with those of the place 
where once the twins were; I want to know if Jung's synchronicity exists (now, not now or 
never?); and finally if the language of the unconscious still works in the name of love. 
Recently I found out that there is a koan called the Genjo Koan and it was on the web page of 
the Zen Center in San Francisco. These days Pope Francis is in New York to pave the way. 
Unbelievable that there are so many mysterious things happening that I would like to 
investigate. At the end Mr.Trump you will ask me: "Why me?" As I said, I don't know, as I 
don't know why my name is written Đenio and not Genio even if it sounds so, or maybe 
because in my name there is a first letter D with the line in the middle (Đ) which makes a 
symbol of the "cross" and if you cut the two letters EN (Ego gone) it makes ĐIO, which you as 
an American will pronounce DIO. Maybe I have found the way to let god talk through me, I 
know how pathetic this sounds, or maybe I just have a feeling that ‘he’ wants to warn us all 
not to be egoists, because it could provoke his own egoism and, believe me, this time would 
be the end of the story. And maybe the reason that I mention FISH and DRAGON so often is 
because I was born 19.3.1964 under the zodiac sign of PISCES and in the Chinese zodiac as a 
DRAGON. The same reason to keep it unclear till the end is why in the last photopoem I could 
not put TRUMP instead of TRAMP (I don't mean a whore or vagabond, but the one walking 
for a long time--you know which one is right). Let me know or let's make a deal. Here is my 
proposal: If you become president of the United States of America promise me to organize 
the exposition of my photopoems on GROUND ZERO IN NEW YORK (the navel of the world, I 
say). It will be a confirmation that you are a real philanthropist. If not, it means that your 
trump was not enough to win the poker game but good enough to win doves by taking your 
time to read these PHOTOPOEMS and maybe find the new healing process of the whole 
world’s society, by healing the cause and not the effect. Create a new life, go walking, 
tramping, and learn how to find your way back home. We will meet there one day, you'll 
recognize me, I'll wear a T-shirt with the inscription "Genius with an error"; yes, it could be 
the end of my story as well, I know it, but as the song says: 



"I decided long ago, never to walk in anyone’s shadows, if I fail if I succeed at least I live as I 
believe, no matter what they take from me, they can't take away my dignity, because the 
greatest love of all is happening to me...I found the greatest love of all inside of me." 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ensō 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genjōkōan 
www.thezensite.com/ZenTeachings/Dogen_Teachings/GenjoKoan8.htm 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Latin_phrases_(P)#P 
www.lyricsmode.com/lyrics/g/george_benson/the_greatest_love_of_all.html 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Magi 
 
 
I have lived a life with ups and downs but I would never change with another. Life gave me 
my beautiful wife Eva and my great daughters Nola and Hana – I would never change them 
for sons because I could never learn how difficult life is in this man's world. I have my own 
business as a photographer which is enough to live a decent life - sincerely I would never ask 
for more. It is not about money but about customers. Thank god they are still coming back. I 
am always saying that they are my only CAPITAL, and we all are someone's customers. You 
will ask me about my bet in this poker game. I am not a gambler but once I won first prize on 
a local lottery, so they say that if...anyway if MELania (your wife) and MELinda (the wife of 
Mr.Bill Gates) are wise in the way of MELchior (one of the three wise men [MELCHIOR, 
CASPAR and BALTHAZAR] that came to see the new born JESUS) we will all be witnesses of 
the prevailing of the ANIMA (the feminine part of the unconscious of the man) as on the 
picture the goddess NIKE in the role of SOPHIA (Wisdom in Greek) the most developed of 
Jung's ANIMA coming out from the shadow,holding the crown in front of the »eye of god«. 
You will say this is so pathetic and it is but because as Jung would say: "Dreams are mostly 
pathetic but they are the vocabulary of the unconscious." If in your dreams appears a dog (an 
archaic symbol of a true friend) listen to it because dog is man's best friend which should 
perceive the spirit of Mr.Bloomberg's wife Diana (my sister's name as well) - the Roman 
goddess of the hunt, the moon and childbirth who knows how to interpret its message. These 
three I believe very noble ladies will pull the rope strong enough to keep an eye of 
providence wide open. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nike_(mythology) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anima_and_animus 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_unconscious 
 
...well you know what I would like to obtain if you win. New York in bloom and America to 
become AMORICA (rich with love) spreading so the spirit of the true NOVUS ORDO 
SECLORUM (the new world order) not the one from a dollar bill. In case you lose this election 
I am prepared to give my life for those who are desperately seeking for a heart, kidney, liver, 
or any other part of my body and I am not bluffing, anyway they will try to kill me after all 
this. My group is »O« positive. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novus_ordo_seclorum 
 
Good luck 
 
                                                                                                   
                                                                                       With great respect            Đenio Zadkovič 
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